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Adam Smith’s view of the State

Little else is requisite to carry a state to the highest degree of
opulence from the lowest barbarism, but peace, easy taxes, and a
tolerable administration of justice; all the rest being brought about
by the natural course of things.
Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations
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Ending Extreme Poverty: Equal Opportunity Opulence?

Ending extreme poverty (living on less than $1.90) remains a
central goal in international development
Today’s talk: Reasons for disagreeing with Adam Smith on roles
of the domestic state and outside interventions in achieving this
goal
Our argument: For ‘the natural course of things’ to be that
growth is the tide that lifts all boats requires a state that is
accountable to the poor and ensures economic opportunities for
all
Based, in parts, on Page and Pande (2018) and Pande and
McIntyre (ongoing)
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Some facts on growth, poverty
and the targeting of aid

Growth and the great escape

Source: World Development Indicators (WDI)
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The share of the poor that live in fragile states is rising

Source: Fragile vs. non-fragile classifications from WB Harmonized List of Fragile
Situations, poverty data from PovCalNet
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Aid value exceeds the extreme poverty shortfall

Reproduction of figure first reported in Chandy et al, Brookings 2016 Source: Poverty
data from PovCalNet, ODA data from OECD.
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Growth, aid and the geography of poverty

Given growth take-offs and apparently large reserves of foreign
aid, why does extreme poverty still exist?
How can the World Bank best leverage its resources (financial
and technical) to support anti-poverty endeavours?
We start by considering two questions
Which countries do the world’s poor live in?
What typifies the experience of being poor in an increasingly rich
world?
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1987: Poverty concentrated in low-income countries

Source: Poverty data from PovCalNet, per capita GNI from WDI
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2013: The emergence of High Poverty Middle Income countries
(HiPMI)

Source: Poverty data from PovCalNet, per capita GNI from WDI
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2013: The distribution of poverty by state fragility

Source: Poverty data from PovCalNet, per capita GNI from WDI, and fragile states
from WB’s Harmonized List of Fragile Situations FY2018
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Ending extreme poverty: The geography of poverty in 2013
High poverty middle income countries (HiPMIs) account for a
majority (55.4%) of the world’s poor
HiPMIs: Middle income countries (as of 2016) with at least 1% of
the world’s poor.

Fragile states account for 18.3% of the world’s poor
Fragile states: state capacity index below a certain threshold or UN
peace-keeping or political mission in the last three years
In FY 2018, 50% of fragile states were middle income countries, but
82.5% of the poor in fragile states live in low income countries

Limited evidence that aid caused growth take-offs (Clemens et al
2011) but growth take-offs are important for how well aid that is
conditioned on country characteristics targets poor people...
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Aid targets poor countries and, so, fewer of the world’s poor

Source: Data on 2013 poverty from PovCalNet, data on ODA from WDI
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Experiencing and escaping
poverty

What typifies being poor, if not country income levels?
Physical Isolation 80% of the extreme poor live in rural areas.
The urban poor are over-represented in slums
less access to roads, water, electricity, sanitation and public
services..

Economic isolation high fraction are own-account workers,
family employees, and agricultural workers in informal
economy.
Low job stability: Less likely to have an employment contract and
employment-based social protection.

Social isolation Networks of poor households are less likely to
include rich households that can provide informal insurance and
access to formal employment.
Historically disadvantaged minorities and less empowered groups
(women and children) over-represented among the poor
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Historically, growth-led structural transformation ↑ manufacturing employment and ↓ isolation of the poor
British and US industrial revolution
Migration and economic opportunities: British industrialists raised
wages to encourage migration to urban industrial areas
(Williamson 1982,1991)
Unionization as responses to workplace issues ⇒ collective
bargaining for employer-provided social protection

Post WWII economy-wide growth accelerations (esp. East Asia)
Rising manufacturing employment (Jones and Olken 2005)
Rural-to-urban migration and steady wages for low-skilled work
Growth of female dominated industries like apparel
manufacturing ⇒ greater employment opportunities for women
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Inequality, growth and poverty in HiPMIs

Recent growth episodes have not been associated with large
manufacturing increases (McMillan et al 2017)
Alongside rising inequality in HiPMI countries.
Implications for extreme poverty reductions? We don’t know..
Top income inequality measures use income-tax data, which
typically excludes poor people
Household surveys under-estimate top incomes

For instance, economic growth in India since early 1990s
accompanied by a simultaneous decline in income share of
bottom 50% (Chancel and Piketty 2017)
But are the middle class getting squeezed or the poor getting left
behind?
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Inequality, changing nature of
growth and poverty trends

Rising inequality in HiPMIs
Source: Data from World Inequality Report 2018
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The precarious position of labor income
Source: IMF World Economic Outlook, 2017
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Declining labor shares in manufacturing

Source: IMF World Economic Outlook, 2017
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Manufacturing has become more skill intensive
Source: Rodrik 2016
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”Jobless Growth”: A sobering calculation for India

Source: World Bank 2018
India’s youth population expected to ↑ by 16 million annually
Maintaining current employment levels (around 50%) requires
the creation of 8 million jobs annually
1 percentage point of growth ⇒ 540,000 jobs
=⇒ India would need to sustain growth rates of above 10% to
maintain current employment levels
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Poverty in HiPMIs increasingly tied to social disadvantage: The
case of South Asia
Across South Asia low employment rates reflect low FLFP
India’s FLFP ↓ 19.6 million women from 2004-05 to 2011-12.
One implication: The gender gap in poverty in South Asia
pronounced among young adults

Low employment
prospects hit
historically
disadvantaged groups
more ⇒ increasing
representation of lower
castes and muslims
among India’s poor

Source: NSS Rounds 43, 50, 55, 61, 68
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Current policies and the case for
investment in invisible
infrastructure

Current policy 1: Aid is targeted to poor countries, but focus is
narrowed to fragile states

Assuming that growth continues to lower poverty in non-fragile
states, aid financing should target fragile states
Fraction of world’s poor in fragile states will roughly double by
2030 (Chandy et al (2013), Edward and Sumner (2013),
International Futures v7.04
Also, politically easier for aid agencies to sell such targeting to
domestic constituents

But rising inequality and populist sentiment in HiPMIs may
threaten state capacity and increase threat of fragility
And, the changing nature of growth may directly limit its
poverty impact ..
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Current policy 2: Aid agencies and domestic governments invest in large-scale visible infrastructure

In 2015, one-third of World Bank’s global lending portfolio went
towards visible infrastructure - transportation, water and
sanitation, telecommunications, and electricity systems.
Visible infrastructure investments raise economic growth, but
may not provide pathways out of poverty.
Lee, Miguel and Wolfram (2018): rural electrification in Kenya
Bryan, Chowdhury and Mobarak (2014): cost of seasonal migration
Duflo and Pande (2007): dam construction in India
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What inhibits the ability of the poor to benefit from visible infrastructure?

Risk: The fear of that big loss keeps people from pursuing
opportunities that can take them out of poverty.
Limited ability to demand high quality services:
neighborhoods where the poor live tend to have less reliable
services
Higher costs of accessing infrastructure: more likely to need to
pay bribes to get an electricity or water connection
Limited scope for collective action: for adequate rehabilitation
and resettlement when (for instance) displaced by dam
construction.
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What (more) do the poor need to escape poverty?
Escaping poverty requires more than a daily transfer of $1.90 or
a road to the city. It requires
Physical safety being able to migrate and to work without fear of
violence
Financial wherewithal being able to keep that money safe, and
access to additional credit that will allow the poor to access
economic opportunities.
Access to services fairly priced and good quality health and
education services that provide the poor the skills they need to
access economic opportunities
Effective regulations regulations to ensure the poor are not
cheated or bullied by shopkeepers, landowners, employers, and to
protect them from the costs of dirty growth.
Basic rights Historically disadvantaged groups - women and
ethnic groups – need policies that enable an equal playing field
And, so on..
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A need for investment in invisible infrastructure

Rising inequality and declining importance of manufacturing in
structural transformation ⇒ fewer complimentarities between
structural transformation episodes, job stability and insurance
Creates a need for investments in Invisible Infrastructure: the set
of institutional structures that enable economic opportunity to all
by ensuring
Physical safety, financial wherewithal, access to services, effective
regulations...

Are current development policies helping domestic states
achieve this?
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Social sector aid has been rising

Source: AidData (2016)
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But, corruption concerns surround aid delivery decisions

Source: Transparency International (2016), 2016 per capita GDP from WDI
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And, often lead to state bypass and vertical programming
In 2013, only 7% of humanitarian ODA commitments were
implemented through recipient states. (AidData 2016)
‘Republic of NGOs’: In Haiti, 1% of the $2.29 billion earthquake
humanitarian aid went to the Haitian government; two years later
this had only risen to 15-20%

In 2013, only 47% of social aid was channeled through recipient
states. e.g. small-pox intensive eradication campaign
A vertical health program that targets a particular disease and is
funded and overseen by external donors, as opposed to horizontal
primary healthcare systems administered through the domestic
public sector (Oliveira-Cruz et al. 2003).

More broadly, estimates of aid impact on health (infant
mortality) mixed. Some evidence that education aid increases
primary enrollment
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Weak state capacity: The downsides of avoiding the domestic
state
Creating better funded parallel systems that can become more
powerful but less accountable than state structures they replace.
“They come and tell us what they are doing, and we agree”.
Clarence Moniba, chair of Liberian Philanthropy Secretariat on the
roughly 330 charities working in Liberia (Economist).

Reducing democratic engagement and citizen interest in the
state. In contrast to aid agencies, democratic forms of
governance afford strong channels of engagement
Weigel (2018): A door to door tax campaign in DRC increased
democratic participation by 28% (in terms of attending townhall
meetings and submitting suggestion cards on performance)

Aid phasing out from HIPMIs ⇒ shortfall in development and
state protection funds
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Low state capacity: Tax collection in HiPMIs..

Source: Data on 2015 tax revenue from ICTD, 2016 per capita GNI from WDI
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Low state capacity and disappearing aid ⇒ reduced size of government in HiPMIs

Source: Data on government consumption from WDI
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Aid accounts for a small share of social spending in many HiPMIs

Source: Data on ODA from WDI, social spending from OECD
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Citizens in LICs and HiPMIs are invested in holding states politically accountable

Source: Data from the World Value Survey waves 5 & 6, GDP per capita from WDI
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And they have as much or more confidence in their governments than do citizens in HICs

Source: Gallup World Poll, 2010-2016, GDP per capita from WDI
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Why the democratic state matters
Legitimacy The democratic state is the institution that has the
legitimacy to raise revenues and make decisions about resource
allocation, to regulate and to maintain a monopoly on violence
(and provide citizens security).
Size In HiPMIs domestic state revenues dominate aid flows. Aid
can achieve high returns by strengthening domestic states that
are answerable to the poor in their country
Flexible The democratic state can function at multiple levels –
village, sub-national and national – and this allows flexibility in
how the state responds to citizen demands
Recent political economy research provides insights on how to
achieve this and, in doing so, questions some current practices.
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Governance priorities and the
evidence

Example 1: Pay structures
“If government compensation is too generous then this can create
upward pressure on private sector wages, and require higher
taxation or lower government expenditures on items such as
infrastructure or social protection which are crucial for economic
growth and poverty reduction.”
(Managing Government Compensation and Employment, IMF 2016)
Government compensation can directly influence bureaucratic quality
and therefore actual quality of infrastructure and social protection..
higher wages may be a response to agency problems .. i.e.
incentivize bureaucrats to undertake tasks that they don’t want to..
May directly raise quality of applicants (Dal Bo et al 2013)
Externalities: When higher-education is in relatively higher demand in
public sector, well-paying public sector jobs can incentivize educational
investments (Khanna 2018).
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Example 2: Flexible hiring practices
“... Efficient delivery of public services also requires that the
government has the flexibility to adjust, upwards or downwards,
the size and composition of employment to achieve fiscal and
policy objectives, including exploiting the growing opportunities
created by technological innovation.”
(Managing Government Compensation and Employment (IMF 2016)
Secure employment prospects can attract better candidates
Ashraf et al (2016): Field experiment with Zambian government on
community health assistants finds that, relative to recruitment that
emphasizes emphasizes community service benefits,
career-oriented recruitment improved applicant pool and job
performance
Bertrand et al (2018): Indian administrators with better long term
career prospects are less likely to be corrupt
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Example 3: Value of elections

“Elections matter.But before we rush to multi-party elections, we
need to do more to resolve conflicts, achieve power-sharing, and
put in place the checks and balances that can help prevent another
slide into conflict and failure.” David Cameron, chair of
Commission on State Fragility, Growth and Development 2018
In DRC, prior beliefs about legitimacy of provincial government
are strongest predictor of tax payments. A door to door tax
campaign led citizens to update positively about state legitimacy
(Weigel 2018)
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An alternative perspective: The
state as a human chain

A people-centered model of the state

The choice of policies and implementation of policies, typically,
involves delegation across a chain of actors.
The citizen is the ultimate principal who delegates policy-making
to politicians who further delegates implementation
At different points, the same person may be the principal or agent
e.g. from a front-line service delivery perspective, often the citizen
is the agent

Note: Related World Bank reports:‘Making Politics Work for
Development’ and WDR 2017 Governance and the Law
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Two implications for governance policies

The choice of incentive structures and transparency requirements
will influence policy choices and quality of implementation
Investments in state capacity must be paralleled by investment
in state accountability in order to reconcile citizens being agents
(when it comes to service delivery) with a recognition that
citizens remain the ultimate principals
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Implications: Returning to pay and flexible hiring examples
Selection matters
Pro-social motivation and competence predict performance in
public sector settings (e.g. Callen et al 2017, Deserrano 2018).
Yet, more corrupt individuals are often more attracted to public
sector jobs (Hanna and Wang 2017)
Policy question: How do we design recruitment practices and screening
mechanisms to attract candidates with incentives more aligned to job at
hand?

Job description matters
When principals have incomplete information and delegate jobs
then giving subordinates discretion can improve performance
(Duflo, Pande et al 2018 on returns to discretionary environmental
inspections in India)
Policy question: How do we decide optimal discretion? Can we design
incentive systems that enable truthful revelation of information by
intermediaries?
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Implications: Returning to pay and flexible hiring examples

Outside option matters
Providing high-powered incentives for bureaucrats can improve
some outcomes the state cares about (e.g. more taxes) but can also
increase tax collectors ability to extract bribes(e.g. Khan et al 2017).
Policy question: How do we incentivize frontline workers without
increasing their ability to extract bribes?

Incentives matter
Third party audits may not yield improved information on firm
performance if the firm being audited also pays the auditor (Duflo,
Pande et al 2013 on environmental audits)
Policy question: How do we design payment structures so that the
monitored body pays the cost but we dont create a conflict of interest for
monitor?
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Implications: Equal focus on implementation and accountability
Efficient implementation without accountability can give excess
power to elites
The fact that the wage level in the capitalist sector depends upon
earnings in the subsistence sector is of immense political
importance, since its effect is that capitalists have a direct interest
in holding down the productivity of the subsistence workers. Thus
the owners of plantations, if they are influential in government,
are often found engaged in turning the peasants off their lands
(Lewis 1954).

Corroborative evidence in Dippel et al (2017)
Policy question: How do we ensure improvements in state capacity
benefit citizens?
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Implications: Power to citizens can change outcome of implementation
JAM [Biometrically enabled digital benefit payments] offers
substantial benefits for government, the economy and especially
the poor. Government finances will be improved because of the
reduced subsidy burden; at the same time, government will also be
legitimized and strengthened because it can transfer resources to
citizens faster and more reliably. (India’s chief economic advisor,
NYT 2015)
When citizens are not engaged Electronic fund-flow systems for
NREGA lowered corruption, reduced fiscal deficit but failed to
improve citizen well-being (Banerjee, Pande et al 2017)
When citizens are engaged When citizens received
technology-enabled smartcards to access NREGA payments their
wages rose (Muralidharan et al 2015)
Policy question: How do we ensure citizens are empowered by
implementation technological fixes?
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Implications: Informing citizens can incentivize politicians
Citizens respond to better information on politicians by
re-electing good performers and punishing poor performance
(e.g. Ferraz and Finan (2008) on Brazilian audits)
Policies like requiring candidates to engage in campaign debates
can improve politician accountability in fragile states (Bidwell,
Casey and Glennerster (2018) on Sierra Leone)
In Delhi we find evidence that informing councillors in
high-slum density that their performance will be reported on
prior to elections (that are two years away) makes them more
responsive to the poor (in terms of spending priorities, Banerjee
Pande et al 2018)
Policy question: How do we incentivize delivery of information on
politician performance? Who are the actors who would play this role?
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Conclusions

Conclusions
1

Persistent extreme poverty is linked to isolation from invisible
infrastructure

2

A functioning democratic state will have the greatest legitimacy
in investing in invisible infrastructure
No evidence that functioning democratic states will emerge
automatically, especially as changing nature of economic growth,
by itself, increases wealth concentration

3

How can aid support domestic states in achieving this? The view
of the state as a human chain (that takes agency concerns
seriously) suggests
In fragile states: Use aid that is going to social ends to also build
and reinforce effective democratic structures
In HiPMIs: Use relatively small aid flows to catalyse significant
improvements for the poor via focussed improvements to state
capacity and accountability
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Thank you
Questions?
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